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.ABSTRACT
" :.j . )\ ". I r . ... :
.There is.an urgent n1f toadd~SS ~.iedll~()n.alcrisis inSouth Africa where decades
of unequal provision!! of resoJit~:jt~erkl~ black teacher training and insufficient
mediation ~~Je: leftP~~pilSwith\~radl~quate ~~gnitiVe skills. Educational reform needs
Inbe. rr111'fi,ensio~rand I\1uit~4f~deiru)Ttiye teacher training.
I:. Ii .. 11... \ l .' I,
'Feu:erstein'lsi~~tel~prlnqjiples of med,\~ted leamil1i~ experience (MLE) were the focus. of
ti,e ~c~er I~.!1.~ftVire:.F.·. . ning p~.~~\.•.:l)!mew~\thl$ research aimed to implement and
. ... . !i. \rn \\:' /} I"~ c \\ "
evaluate. ••i ',1
1
. ii '. !\\ \ ."
I • II 1.·.·.....: •.1.' ..•.•• . ",. !I 1\. \
1/ 'II: r,\ .' . .\\ " . \ '. . . '
pou/feel! ~lidW(~~1oprimary school tea~!rl;rs formed ~lhesample population for the study
:1\.:~.i\;sli:;:~r:.d:.:.'n\1::e::d~~;':::N:;ti:o m;;~:~
quesll\:. ""('0}w~~.\rparticipants rated thr.. professional sell -percep~" II
o\~\ ~\ . \~\\ . II
\\ -. \, \'.; if
The intervention dr twelve w~kly ~~~~~('!!?,~,provided theo~~tiCal'and experiential
<, elaboration bf MLl~principles. Resul~~ ~~ysed on Wilcoxon Sign Rank Tests
Ii c, I, ':?
revealed a significan\.,increase in subJect'" ~use of four MLE principles, a decrease in
~. .~~ .' ,
one non-medilltional \~e'.naviour and a Signilfican1(fnCreaSe ill professional self-esteem.
There was thus SUP~\1..\.£. or the..•val~e of M~f. r.-i.·ni.1If in Improving both behavioural
and affective qimensio()! of ~cJ\ ••LiJ!a~~~f the study were discussed and
suggestions for f'urth,er r~~~earCh'~ropo~, ' '. .
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The nced.foi' d.D.1amic educati~Dln a ch~nging world
" I
II ,i \
if !, i _
a " ',I
"DeJ!lOCPlcy is not, for us at ~pa~t~:!aset of formal rules of participation, but the
~'- . - _" -k -::r_ !:I
sf"",lived experience of empowe1heIlt ;r0r the vast, majority. Kf one takes the view e
1,1 ) ,~_):I
\\ that schools are among our ~l~din~tpolitical and ideological institutions, it is a
,I,,
contradiction to envision a deml~r~tic society when its inheritors, the kids, are
! ';
forced to\,lre under conditi~ns (rf ~ilnrelieved subordination,
(Aronowitz &Giroux, 1987) ,i II
i
Ii
il
j
I ,I
F.duqation worldwide, has bet~n labouring under the' yoke 'Of.: a ,disabling
1;1 "c,Jassica1curriculum" which pqrtrays the leaker as an empty vessul waiting .to
be filled with knowledge by t~1(teacher-expert (R. Carl Haywood, 1990, Belle
r; ! i)
Wallace; 1991). This classical schooling has, by and large, fulfilled' th~
requirements of the dominant SOCietyin reproducing "the important facts" and
" o :'
in maintaining the hegemony of Intellectual and classrdomjnatlon. In the South
'-~'
African" context particularly)' the Bantu Education Acts of the 1950's have Been
described as perpetuating "inferior and somewhat more vocational education" "
I'/,
for the purpose of reproducing a certain kind of Iabour for th~ masses {Butman
(>
As recently as the mid ..1980' s ;4\meri~an ed~ational policies have been
critic~zed fOf: focusing mainly on the provision ~f a h~ghly skilled workforce
required by the inctcl£singly rapid introd.uction,4' neW ,,(computer) technologies
in the workplace. However, even the '''computer age~', rather than demanding
.} ... n· I!
more sophisticated technical training, should require less task-speciflc
o
(\
.,C ~.
specialized education. In a rapidly changing wodd we would better serve onr
~\ 0 J} ,:_,
children by fQcqsing on .integrated schooling encompassing a "broad
ii . .,'
conceptuaIly-orie~ted curriculum where processes of abstraction, the social and
historical con~~>;{of scientific and technological innovation, and preparc:tiQn in
[,; _,if _ _, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ " _ _ '" _,' _ " _ _ ~ _ _ _ __ '
the logical pwkesses ~nderlying all. calculation are far more relevant to the
" Jf .
changifi~ ·w·otkplace" • (Aronowitz & Giroux, t~8..t, p.189.) o rc
Many""wrlters (De Bono, 1976; HaY'IA{ood,1990; Toffler, 1971; Torrance, 1965)
1 '~
b~'(e··stressed our. (n~ to equip .ourselves" and our childrer; not with static
knOWledne, but~fu dynamic; skills and thinking strategies which will hylp uS-
negotiate and" r~sPOl1d to" a" rapidly changing. enviroJtment "in which thJ~ time
required. to double. the. world's fund of knowledge will be down to tWb years'·
(lIaywOQrl, lQ90). !he notion of teachers as "transformative intellectuals" qr as
,,', . . '.. 'co"
dynamic mediators of.experience within a framework.ofactive learning requqes
a philosophical" 'spift:
1. From, information giving to enhancing educability.
2. From stretching knowledge alone to stretching minds.
"'3. From, present concepts of l!eacher roles as givers of information to
r:
mediators of experience, and guiders of students I personal quests for
cognitive growth and change.
1/
/J
ri
4. From ..emphasis on 'I achievement/knowledge criteria to emphasis on
educability and lifet~.1inenthusiasm for learning.
c"':-;)
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'ii
f!
5. 0 From the assumption that motivation is up tOcJh~ students and their
Q" parents, to recognition of teachers' roles in motivating cognitive growth.
(H. C. Haywood, 1990)
\)
1.2 ,Mediated uavning,Ex,perience
-, I
"y,
" '<y, ~:~he such approach which emphasizes process rather than content and which
:;:;
embraces affective as well as cognitive ,~.componentsjs Mediated Learning
Experience. Reuven Feuerstein, Israeli professor of psychology and innovator
in the field of Fogftitive enrichment h~ gone beyond the Piagetia,t [notion that
the chitd" constructs his own intelligence during his, interaction with the
environment. Feuerstein stresses the ,vital role' of a human mediator (patent;
caregiver or teacher) who "enriches the interaction between the "child and the
environment with ingredients that do not pertain to"the immediate .situation hut
I,'
belong to ~..W()r1~ ,of meanings and i1ttentions derived from gen,rations of
culturally transntitted attitudes, values} goal's and means" (Feuerstein, 1980).
('J
Feuerstein claims that the "mediative value of human intervention" has'\p!e
potential to enhance, sharpen, focus and frame the child Is cognitive capabilities
in 'ways which increase his capacity to benefit from direct exposure to stimuli in
his world. By selecting" focusing and feeding back experiences, the mediator
can intercede betWeen the learningchild and the environment in a creative.
empowering way.
()
In this way, parents arrd teachers in their roles as mediators can positively affect
the cognitive structure of the child by engendering appropriate learning sets and
I'
habits (Feuerstein, 1981) and by giving the child a. sense of time and space
through which experiences can be organised (Feuerstein & Rand, 1975).
11
o
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,"-,=,,_..~ _ 1\ {r'. c,--"';,\ f! ,,'
tiOur contention is that\OOiatedlearning experi)~~ce is .the foundation upon
,:whichcognitive structures are built and that, even 1flate as adolescence, major
and significant cognitive modifications are possible" (Feuerstein, Rand,
Hoffman & Miller, 1980).
o
MLE is not dependent on a. specific content or modality of.trartsmission, It is
w-therp an intentional, interactive approach which may use a variety of
i.' " ' " " ,_,,',_. _',,' ,", ,,_' __ '.', _, __,_ , ",,' "" ',', ' _ \!/ mediational modalities (e.g. gesture, motor performance, ver~al language)
I) .
across unlimited content areas. It encompasses the four basic assumptions of
'-i
"Invitational Education" (Pa?'Jonj 1990) optimism, respect, trust and
intentionality, which contribute to a holistic world view celebrating boundless
human potential.
A growing body of research is focus~~g on Feuerstein's "Instrumental
Ijnrichrnent" (I.E.) application of mediational principles to teach thinking
skills. This (paper and pencil) progritlnlne ha~':ShOWIl positive educational
outcomes in controlled studies involving, various groups of),~,arners, .including" . . ~
preschool children (Tzutiel & Ernst, 1992), mentally retarded students
(Peuerst~in, Rand, Hoffman, Hoffman & Miller t 1979), learning disabled
adolescents (Beasley, 1984), cultural minority children (Skuy, Gayden,
Hoffenberg & Fridjohn, 1990), deaf children (Katz & Buchholz, 1984) and
I,
, gifted students (Hickson & Skuy, 1990; Skuy, Mentis, Arnott, NkWe &
I~>'--
Hickson, 1990 a; Skuyil Mentis, Arnott & Nkwe 1990 '1'.1; and Waksman,
Silverman & Messner, 1982). Area~ of improvemer .have included
problem-solving, org-afiisatlon and planning, systematic approach, motivation
and self-esteem. Negative criticism of I.E. has been leveled at its requiring
very .,~xtensive and specialised teacher training and its,)ack of continuity with
12
academic ~d realworld i~teUectual tasks. Soroe teachers have described I.E."
materials as too abstract ari~unfamiliar, too repetitive and poorly presented, and 0
e, culturally inappropriate (Blagg, 1991).
\)
_, .",' " L"" C-
Relatively few studies (Blagg",J991; Martin, 1984;. Weller & Craft, 1983)'
have .examined, the value of media:tiOnaly6fI>ptoaC:.'lto teacher training.
(r
"
Nevertheless, there seems to be'Ia growir.g support for developing a mediational
. ' Q .:
teaching,,~t:yle. which will trans~hjJ.9both content-and modality and which will
aim to promote independent th~i~,Mngand cogpitive growth (Haywoop, 1990)..
c;:) In the restrictive South Afri~J' edAca,tional context, where lito teach children to
P , , ' ~f , , . ' " , " , ,'" _ _ r;'" '
think" has been IIincompatible ,witfJ the maintenance ,of the status. quoit (S!cUYi'
1\
Mentis, Jet. at 1991), there is a pressing need for innovative ,fr;;aching
() L~ " ~1
approaGh~s which will ,.enab}~,i~d '\'empower the 'learner and .will engender a
'_:( ': II' '- ,'~,_/J ":;:, .
questk~)1fugattitude, an attitude Mf wanting to know (De Bono, 1976;Willi~s,
1972). F~uerstein's theory ofMLH:~ff'er;the possibility of one such approach. z
i\- ()
1)
1.3 :reacher ProfessionalDev~lopmerdt 0 ""
r?
The foregoing discussion has highlight&! one of the considerations which
ff~ " _ ''.' 0
motivated the research project; that is, the potentially valuable effects of a MLE
approach on the cognitive deyeloQrl\~ntof the chiid-l~er. The proJbct was
,~, -'-~"~<' ._/ l..r' ,
,',;
equilly motivated bY., the beneficiate and, empowering qualities, of teacher
I~':!
" .:!
professional development (in-service teacher training) which has been, shoWJl to
have all interacti~ h~Fefiton teaching and leaprlng by enhancing teacher
effectiveness, stude~t~chievement, teacher self-esteem 'and ~tudent self-esteem'
(Rowe & Sykes, 1990; Smylie, 1988).
13
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The benefjts of teacher professional <i~\velOPi({enton the quality or educational
outcomes is. supported by an ever expanding' Werature attesting to the,efficacy of
(.;: . _, . ';,
in service professional' development fOl\ teachers. (Guskey, 1986; Ingvarson,
,I.. ""'. ." \) . c1987; Joyr:e & Showers," 1988).. Thel'e is strong evidence f?r the effects of
" J
teacheh~,behavlour on student achievemlbnt (Brophy &. Good, 1986; Kash &
'v\
Borich, \f,978). Not ,only teacher ,Jraining and"professional expertise but also
';;" ,
affective ~~ct:ors anJ\professional self-esteem, impact on the overall
, -'\ '~,
'~, '
t®cher-leat't'1(~~interaction (Ashton & Webb, 1986; Smylie, 198d). The notion
\ '. \ '~~
of teacher effe~~ven~ss ~tr~~~es tfu; importance of positive self-esteem as a
(.
determinant of good teaching. '\These opinions coincide ,,.vith Maslow's notion
f~ :'~> " _, . . . l)."" ,', _'''''' " Ii , " " " , ,"il -:,;, . -~
that the self-actualising person is the mos1;effe(itive teacher. Teachers who; feel
\\ ,- '
posith:~ about tl\emseLves are likely to create the best learning situa~ion~
(Gregory, 1989; M.asloWj 19(58),
While teacher in-service-training programmes have been shown to enhance-the
knowledge and skills of participants (Guskey, 1986; Haywood, Smith,
'-' . (\
BranSford'·DeldOS;\TowetY~.'\H'.annel & Harmel, 1982; :Marti., in, 1984), recl~nt
.. ~
. " ,,',', -' .,' , " ~\ ' - '" \'---", " ' , ",", ',,' ' ."research ha~ suggestclVhat professional development may also have a direct 'li,:d
positive .eff~~t on teachers' self perception (Rowe ~ Sykes, 1989; Smyliie,
~', '\\ ,\
1988), ~\ \
TI1e foregoing \;~isc~lsion has highlighted the importance of both professiQlna[
;::~:;~~~:d::;::~fo~ s~::;~n~;:b::::a
,. '(, II'
ate the strands of innovative enabling teaching approaches; the importance !\of
\\. " t
teacher training; the impact of professional development on knowledge, skil1s
and teachers'. self-perceptions: and the positive effects of self-actualising
teachers on student achievement. A number of writers (Baron and Sternberg,
14
1981;~\ Bhana, 1987)" concur that success m the training of effective t~achers
requlr~sthe combination of knowledge (teachers' familiarity and understanding
of tO~lCs), skills (spe<;:ific things that teachers are abI,e to do), and attitudes
D" ~. 0
(phi1o~:oplhies, perspectives and opinions which inform tl!eir teaching).
I,', - ,. - - -,' - - q: - .c.
"This research project aimed to examine me.~jnteractil'lg factors of knowledge,
- , () ',f
skills and ,~,tti.tudeswithin an action research paradigm (Colyn & Breen, 1989)
.)
enabling the teacher-participants to be integrally involved in-the "identificatiou
of strategies of planned action which are ~rnplemented and "then systematically
~_ ,,:' - H ,
submitted ~~)observation, tenectio~ and chal~.gell (Grundy & Kennis, 1984).
Ii . 1.
~, ,'~I\
The p.r~ject,~6se out ?f a requestl\f~r. t~Cb Iitl~se~i~ training ~eceiVed.by t~e
Cognitive ~~I~sear~hProgramme (Division 0 tSpeclal~Sed Education,. UnIVerSIty
of the Wi~llr.d)from the teachers a~ ~e .Zlthathele Primary SC~OOI in
Soweto. +.he:\~roJect fulfils part of the ltequlIement of the M. Ed~ (Ed.
~SYChOl0gy)\:.cot~seat the University of the ~htwatersrand. .. (!
Ii
Ii
I:
Ii
(i I
i
!:
I
';1
I ,
:MLE is a special kind of interaction, i!,tvolving a hurriM i mediator who
interposes himself/herself b~~ween the IJtner and, tile wd,'rld' of. ~timuli to
! II
promote effective learning by interpreting, Iguiding and giving meaning' to' the
stimuli. In 111iskind of Interaction, learning is intentional rather than incidental'
v
1.4 (\
M~diated Learning EX].le:l'ience
(Feuerstein,' 1980).
15
)\
d) Feuerstein has identified ten criteria or types of. interaction which .,hebelieves
\\
are fundamental in..mediation, These are:
Intf!ntiol!1ality s,pd Reciprocity ;. a desire to mediate on the part of the
ri mediator and a'reciprocal receptiveness on the part of the learner,
Mediation of .;Mealling - locating' the .stimulus within a meaningful
context.
I)
Transcendence - applying/bridging ideas to a broader. context.
o
CClnpetence • engendering a positive belief in the self, ep;'Phasisi~g
strengths.
Regulation and Control of Behavlour ...promoting. awareness of the
need for controlled/planned behaviour.
Sharing Behaviour - encouraging cooperative learning. d
".Individuation - celebrating individual differences and valuing divergent
responses.
Goal Planning - helping the learner set achievable gcals;
\
,
Challenge and Novelty encouraging creativity and risk-tsking.
Selr..cbalilge .. promoting self-evaluation of individual progre~s.
16
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o
B
,-,
In terms of these criteria, a Mediated Learning Experience will' require tMt: the o
mediator show~ Q de~i~e to mediate and the ability to set' the scene for" it
,,(intentionality); that the rnediatee is receptive (reciprocity); the mediator
provides meaning to the task by showing Of stating why the' task is being done
and the value or significance of ,.the task (meaning); the mediator' provides
o ;::\
examples of the task's application to new situations and contexts, and extracts a
~ (:
principle or generalisation from the task (transcendence)g the mediator
encour;ges the mediatee to cooperate and share with others his/her ideas at' Cl
t' 1\ J,
probIems\~s'Unring). During this interaction, the mediator communicates. a
,:'\\
':.'
feeling of empowerment and competence to the mediatee (competence) and
offers him/her unfa:miliru.:and novel ~ctivities (challenge and novelty); the
mediator communlcatesa respectfor and celebration of that-which is different...:\~.:~
(individuation); the mediato'1!:.facilitates. goal planning and promotes (be use of
behavioural and thinking strategies, using mistakes and. errors as ~or.3ttucth'e
. to
teaming experiences (self..rcge!atian and control or behavlour), The feeling
of competence combined with the ability to monitorone's behaviour leads to
n.. ~I ,. . , C'
"
self improvement and an awareness of self change, o
The first three MLE criteria are' considered neces~y and sufficient for a
"
mediational interaction. Thff remaining seven criteria may function at di.fferent
times where and when appropriate (and serve to balance and reinforce each
Ii other. The list of criteria is not finite and the Seat;911for other relevant criteria
is ongoing.
\\
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In-serrlce training
"This t,en~ is used synonymously with professional development' and refers to
educational/skills training programmes designed' to provide OppOitunitIes to
expand knowledge and skills w1;fhin an active working environment.
Primacy School Teachers
'This refers to teachers of pupils from Grade One!First Gl(\oe-·(approximately
6-1 years of age) till the end of StaudardPlve/Sevemh Grade (13 M 14 years"of
age). The Pritrl~~~ch~l Teachers. participating in this study comprised "
~;;~:;/
fourt~~ teachers of the Zithathele p<~r~~h661 in Soweto.
C/ ,
This term is used interchangeably with, the "terms, self-perception and
self-concept to describe the feeling (positive or negative) that an. individual ha,~
jl "towards him/herself. Fqr the purposes of the present project, profesSIonal
\\
self~esteem/self-perception/self-concepttefers mote. specifically to the (positive
or negative) ways in which indi\fiduals perceive themselves in relation to their
professional (teaching) roles,
\\
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2. METHOD
2.1. Rationale
Cognitive theorists and educators are becoming increasingly aware af, t~e
importance of training teachers who will promote in their pupils active thinking,
self-motivated learning and creative problem-solving as., contrasted with the
¢ . I,
, classical approach where pupils are the passive recipients of their teachers'
I.'
knowledge. Teachers therefore need to. be trained as facilitators and"mediators
pi experience,pt~er than. givers of information. Tais necessitates a paradigm
shift n~t Ollli;l.~-hut notions of education, but also in our training of tea~hers.
We need to prepare teachers with knowledge, skills and attitudes which will
enable them to move' away from their traditional role of authoritarian
- (.l ':' .,' .. I'
teacher-expert who merely transmit "the facts" to tlteir pupils, towards a new
role as authoritative mediator in an interactional process of. teacher-learner
exploration.
a
Previous research suggests that Feuerstein's framework of MLE offers a viable
methodology for re-training practi~ing teachers in an alternative approach to the
traditional teacher-centred "passive curriculum II. The whole ethos' of the
programme is one which encourages the departure from the established
,."disabling" teaching. style and instead embraces a mediational "enabling"
teaching style. Part of its appeal is that the :MLE principles are overarching
c ,
concepts which are not restricted-to anyone curriculum or body of knowledge.
Feuerstein's ten principles of MLE are process-oriented concepts which may
l',
offer teachers an opportunity to reactivate and transform their teaching in a
dynamic and mediational manner. (I
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).(':
There is an expanding body, of rlterature (Ashton & Webb, 1986; Brophy &
Good, 1986; Gre&ocy, 1989; Joyce & Showers, 1~88; Osman, 1992;. 'Rowe"
f)
& Sykes, 1989; Smylie, 1988) on the strong po~itive link between teacher
, professional 'development and the qualUy of educational outcomes. These
" ~dies' supper; ~e notion that Professiona: development """?" ~hance
d! t.eachei .profe~slOnhl self-esteem and that high self-esteem m teachers, m tum "
increases teacher effectiveness. The present research investigates the" claim
'within the South African context utilising MtE training as a specific \~\1Jd
~" ,- -: i \
\_V..:; . ..•.• .....' f
potentially valuableapproach for both professiiS1afdevelopment.(knowledge ~,Jd
skills) and fo~)enhancing teacher s~lf-esteem. The investigation examines inter
alia the effects of MLE teacher in.wservlce training on .the mediational teaching
"and ptofessio~al self-perception of practising tead~~rs.
The (rum of the study was therefore to develop amodel for the implementation
4~,"
of MLE as part of, a teacher inservice training programme, and to test the
effectiveness of this model, Specific objeCtives were:
"(.'
a) '0 to dex~~ea Ml.B'in-service teacher training programme,
b) to implement this programme and
c) to evaluate whether \~he programme impacts upon the actual teaching
behaviour and self-esteem of participants.
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\) ;;,
2.2 R.esearchnypothes~
\'\I;,, ~ ~
co \ behaviour ~.rid professional 'self-esteem of paUidpants (f'pjective ,:'c)", This
~~\ . .... '.' ... " .... ". . '. o~ .. - _. -L; ~
\ objr',ctive encompasses. a duality which is addressed by Hypotheses 1 'and 2 0
\ h . ,"
\ respectively.
'\
The research hypotheses focus upon the final obj~tive of the study; narne~y:.we
e1!aluation of the irnpact .of the" MLE programme on the actUal teaching
'llypothesis 1:
\!,I . o
\\
~ "
S~'gnificant differellces will be observed in the mediational teaching sty,les of\ .' . "
teJ~hers after their partici~tion in the MLE inservice 'training programme.
Spe\r~~;;ca11y:
W1'
I D
llYPttbl!Sls Ia: '
I"~II 0 r
The~ will be an increase in_,their use of mediati~nal teaching .strategies from~ttopost-intervention. (l
I I'
/HYPotbesis lh:
l
/
l
\)
There will be a decrease in their use of.nOlf}mediationatteachi~g strategies from
pre- to post2intetvention,
Hypothesis 2:
There will be an improvenfunt in the professional self-perception of teachers
v-,
after completing the MLE inservice training programme.
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oI; ') . i)
2.3 Sublec~ ".,-, (7
\) ~,fh ':J ;:'6 ..'. tt} ':~;)
The sample comprised fourteen teachers (three ril;Ue, elevttn "fermiie) of 't:J
c{J ~)"q
Zit~athelePrimary ~chool, Soweto, Subjects were self-selected volunteers. who
phad r~uested in-service training fto~ the UniversitY of, the Witwat~rS'ratl(f
()
, Cog'i1i~ye,Re$earch Unit. ,Their professional.quallficatiens were two-year post
(;_ - c' _ - - -.: n, - __'' __,'-- _ , _ ____ _ _,' ",_ _.' _ ,'_ -., (;. '.' .~-:'~'
second ~ry~school teaching diplomas as required by the South Afri£~n
. 'cI/'
Dep¥tmeg.t of &:!ucatiOtland Training and their teaching experience rangea 0
from 5 to 25 years, SllQjegts functioned· as their own controls.
(\ c
Table 2.1 Compositio'Qof the ~ple in terms of ii4ge, Gerlder, T~cb:ing ()
Experience and C1BS!;/Grade Taught
, , i{' \\
0\\ .
Sample Size:
Age: Mean
Standard. Deviation
'0- _ I) '.'
14
40.21 years
8.97 years
" '~O- 54 years'\\
3
11
13.29 years
a
Gender:
"Range"
Males
(J
{f
Teaching Experience: Mean
Sti'!Jldard Deviation 7.10 J(eID-S
')7Runge ..
.Class/Grade Taught: Grade 1
(;
5 ~ 25 years
2
c.
Grade 2
Standard 1,
2
2
Standard 2 2
Standard 3
Standards 4 & 5
2
4 (subject teaching)
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Zithathele Primary School is a Zulu-English medium Prim~ school (frrst to
'i' ;-.1
seventh' grade)'"situated, in the impov¢nshecl black residential area of Orlando
West, $oweto. The school serves, the local community who are. mainly
thskill~'&'Wld skilled workers of low socio-economic status, and is funded by the
govern~rn~pepartment of Educat ion ID'Id.Training. _~tla¢ks basic facilities such
-~...;-.,: '.' "_,i/',;
"~selecttibitY, a library and modem teaching eqbi};fr6ertt, while classrooms are
".. '() ,?
"Overcrowded with as many as' 45 to 50 pupils per teacher, "
2.4
'If
. "" ~'., " (
.n iii, : ',' ,," ,,' f/, \, ',:..l , ',' '. ",.' " , _ ' "', ," '". " ,,"', " -', :".' Two cat@g0.ries offiIrple-" and post-intervention me.asw:es were included "in the
;':"_"_ 'i '. ," '" i) .'"'
study.
i) Ratings of teachers I videotapedlessons.
il) l\1easures of teachers' professional-self-perception.
,. ,-,
2.4.1
c
A.nal~ses of Jsystematic ratin& of videotaped Ir~sonsto ider~tifY,the t.al'gt:!ted
c Ii i_:;',MLE prlnci~~Jesloutcomevariables. ;1
I
o [I ~
The measure used to rate and evaluate teachers' videotapes is th{f,I}ALBTeacher
\<"~ - - - - - - -_ - - - - -_ -__ -_ - - -_ - - - - - - - _- - --_ \'_ - '\ !
Rating Scale (Cognitiv,e Research Unit, University of the Witwatersrand, 1991)
-(.;_.
which lists and onerationalises the ten categories of mediational teaching
A 0
described by Feuerstein (1979). The- frequency of teacher behaviours was
recgrdM for each of the Mediational and Non-mediational criteria by two raters.
\;\
(The scale is reproduced in Appendix 1).
II
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()
, Raters;
(I
In order to assist with objectivity and reliability during the scoring procedures,
two graduate students, fami11at~~~itfl~1LE principles, independently viewed and
rated each of sixteen (8 pre-intervention and 8 post-intervention) videotaped
teaching sessions of 20 minutes duration. Ratings were carried out "blind" in
that the. raters did not know which sessions were part of the pre-intervention
condition and which were part of the post-intervention condition, To achieye
\
this objectivity, a. random order IOf presentation of pre- and post-intervention
videotapes was adopted.
\~
Inter-rater correlation So were assessed using the .Spea~man() Rank Order
Correlation Coefficient.
1.\ \
To facilitate rating, each category of ,MLE includes specific behavioural
\'_,
indicators which can be observed and recorded. '(Refer to AppendixI),
Each teacber was videotaped. both pre- and. post ..intervention •.while conducting a
twenty minute lesson of his/her choice, according to his/her normal teaching
programme: -In this manner, it was hoped to assess a .1typical II lesson being
given to the teacher's regular Glass of students during normal teaching hours.
Owing to time constraints it was not possible for every teacher to be videotaped
at precisely the same time oflday and this variable was therefore not controlled,
presenting a possible methodological limitation. Teachers were videotaped
early- mid- or late-morning according to their normal daily schedule. Each
individual teacher was-therefore videotaped at the same time of day for both
pre- and post-test conditions.
Ii
'~\)\
/1
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For each 20 minute teaching~vid~tape it was ppssible to observe and record the"
frequency with .which subjects utilised' both mediational and non-mediational, . .' .. 0
behaviour in their interaction. with pupils. To this purpose, each teacher "tum",
(communicative interchange) was rated according to.whether it communicated a
mediational or non ..mediational teaching style .:.and .categorised according ~o the
, . ~
specific principle being niediated as follows: I~
a) ¥ediatbm,al teaching" occurs when a teacher uses any of the ~n MLE
(O
principles; intentionality and reciprocity, meaning) .....txanscend.ence,
competence, regulation and control of behaviour, shari.})!! qeha"iouP,
individuation, goal planning', challenge and novelty, •anc.t,self-.ch~!Ig~;
i:Jp,
. . . , . . t}
strategies counterproductive or antagonistic to MLE in that they reinforce
passive teacher-centred learning, .rote "learning, 'J and focus oil the end
product (pnly one correct answer) rather than process of problem-solving,
For the purposes of this study, five categories of non-mediational teaching {vere
'.'., )1
used, based on those described in a .recent study by Miller (1991). '
'Ii
* (Teacher requests actions (gives instrustions without explanation).
!/
\\""; !,i o
\,f)J '. '. . ' -'_', "', _' '" " ~\ '. ".'::~* ,'Teacher elaborates content (imparts factswithout checking p~plls! level of
understanding).
* Repeat after me (rote learning).
o
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I'd
aIi
11 - :.,
'! (
/: I",
Ii
J/
t tliQ
J[
Ii
1/
Yes/N~i questions.
~,
2.4.2
,;,')
* Conte;((~~to~~\\upils merely repeat the facts taught)"
'f'- 'Y
~\ ,,'" c') I,l
\ Ii
I ~
The Teacbet:,]'i'ofessional Selr~Pel"ception Questionnaire /;
",) \\ \I if~, 4}
Teachers' (professional self-perception Was measured by m~s of Canse~anti(i "
. - " - \,-\\ '-Ii
differential questionnaire comprising 34 seven-point evaluative scales (Sf;e·
t:
Appendix 11). This instrument, cited in a study by Rowe and Sykes (1989) ~/as
, \\ I,'
'. " "" ':' - _'''' _' ,'f)
adapted by these writers from the ProfessioIfal Self-Perception Questionn/llie
, "If
developed, by Elsworth and Coulter (1977). It was designed to measur(; the"
"effects of teacher education program~e~ on selected ~lmensiots (,t
r
'. Ii
\1 self ..percepti~m in trainee teachers. Teachers are. required tif" record their
r:!
self-evaluations by ticking one, of seven pdsitions between each of two extreme
statements listed in the table (e.g. rigi~ flexible). In accordance/withJhe
t\ .,'... .,' .,', ; ,'" ", ,'" " , ' ' ",,-', .~~. ", , _ ,,'. _ , " """",,' ',\ " , , > .,
method used by Rowe and Sykes (1989) subjects were asked to,provide two
ratings for each. scale, namely:
o
a. a self-rating in terms of "myself as a teachel'lI
b. an ideal-rating in terms of lithe teacher I would like to be".
c
(j
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{(
The results reported in tms study concern only subjects I ratings of "myself as a
teacher" . The reason for teachers being .asked to make two ratings, was to
provide a reference ·~e (the ideal concept) according to which the underI~rg
s:~t~conqept W9u1d be eValUated: It was believed ~at if the ~ndedying
self-concept had been presented alone, ratings would be inflated owing to the
" ',',
effect of social desirability, With the inclusion of the, two scales, some
',', t" (' '.,',
differentiation between the ideal and the underiYing self-concept was expected to
yield amore cr.edible impression.
(( "
The fourteen teachers were all pre-tested a week prior to the commeneement of
the MLE training program9f' Pre-test measures were their videotaped lessons
and theTeacher Profcssionaii Self-Concept Questionnaire.
'.:j
/) ,
.,,,,,=The"'expentnehtal programme undertaken for this study was specially devised by
/" !, , " II ~,
j[! the writer and took place weekly over a three month period, allowing twelve
(' ~ __ m~tings of 120 minutes each. The programme comprised three phases: an
'''~'''' , (I,o'lntroductory p'lase (one session); a working phase (ten sessions) and an
evaluation phase (one session).
'':i
AU pre-intervention measur~.were completed a week before the commencement
of the programme. Post-intervention measures were completed two weeks after
the programr-e had ended.
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f)
()
Data analyses were carried out on all fourteen ~''?,lf~percept!onquesticnmmes 9ut
,- - - () \ _ _ 0- _f
video analyses could be carried, out o-;:;r ~ght of the fourteen"vide()faP'l!', as
these had been recorded in English .. L' remaining six teachers.hsd'conducted
" their lessons In the medium of Zulu ~"'lhOUgh'these .video,liilies will provide
fruitful data. for a future study, it Vi' beyond the scope of the currei it research
\'J
to comhi11~~Englishand 2;ulu analyses,
.>
§iessioll One comprised an introductory session which allowed subjects to
participate in and. experience an holistic exposition of Mediated Learning
o
Experience and to contrast -this approach with a more conventional
"teacher-centred" approach (videotape available' from ~e Department of
Specialise<!Education). This was achieved vii m&ieJing and.role playas
\1> {/
illustrated by the foUoWin,~tnmsCrlpuon' of the introductOrY' session (phase
one).
G'
/)
The writer modeled the role of teacher who taught the .sarrielesson using
two, different methodologies, The subjects were encouraged to assume the"
roles of pupils who would thus be exposed to the same content but taught
i\
via lwo'contl"tb'ting approaches:
<') Ii
i) non..mediational
ii) mediational.
(? '_I [\
CI
o
o
Ii
G
i) "Tral.iitionallesson::. pupi~" are p~ive recipients otinformaUon
" TeaCher.;
Pupils:
Teacber:
Pupils;
,,-
Teacher:
Pupils:
Teacher:
Pupils:
.Teacher:
.>
o
Pupils will learn about NOUNS and VERBS.,
"Today' we are going to learn all about NOUNS
., and VF.ID3S.
Repea~ after me:" 4. NOUN is the-name orca person,
place or thing" •
"ANOUN i~the name of a person" ~lace or thin(!'.
(Repeated a few times), "
I' '_.J
o (>
\\
"Can anyone give us examples of nouns?"
(Volunteer som~examples).
Ii
"A'):.iRBls a doing word, an action word".
",_;
"ft. VERBis a doingword; an.action word",
(;(Re~~ a few'times).
\) "u
0"
"Can anyone give us examples of.verbs?"
Cj
\"
(Volunteer some exampXes),,)
, ij
'i [I
.~ " 1\
'J~at: the setltenc~ (In the .cl1a1kbQard. Which is
the ~JN in- the first sentence?" Which is the
VERB?" (This procedure is repeated for all the
o
sentences), o
C)
\)
(',,)
Pupils are allowed to approach tbe chalkboard and indicate their
u
answers. The teacher r~~ponds affirmati:velY,-,or negatively,
depending upon whether the answers are right or wrong;
o
Teachem "Here ate some worksheets. I want you to
n
"
underline all the NOUNS, in~~edan~l the VERBS
~,~ __-,m blue. " "'='
" ~>,'1....... ' ~
Obj';&ve:
ii)
'(:
(J
lNTENTI()NALITY and RECIPROCITY:
Teacher: "Today 1 have brought a special parcel for ali of you. Who would like to
"open it?~ The pupils open the parcel and discover a book inside.
Discussion is encouraged.
~AN1NG:
,)
Teacher: "This book is fun of words-which tell us a Story. Today we are going to
learn how to use words for different purposes. What purposes Call you
think of?" Pupils brainstorm their ideas which the teacher acknowledges:
II ,t:Good, we can use. them. to send messages, make up stories, songs, poems)\
,I
'~2
If
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recipes and so on. Now let's find out how different words perform different
functions. Look around the room. Let's each have a tum to NAME things
we can see, touch and hear. All these things are called NOUNS/names.
You can-write your NOUN on the board."
"Now, let's all do something with our bodies and discuss what we are
,S::
:)
smiling, clapping, etc.) These DOING words are calleddoing (e.g,
VERBS. You can write your VERB on the board."
TRANSCENDENCE:
"Now that you know what NOtrn~ and VERBS are, let's hav¢' fun and
practise using them in some games." Pupils are" assigned small groups\'." ", " ..•.... .... Ii
o .. ". ". . __II
which take turns to play word-games devised by the mediator (L!(lcky Dip
, -_ . . .
Mime Game, Noun and Y,et'b Paper Chains, Hands and F¢~t,Doing
Words, Noun and Verb Cinquain Poems).
COMPETENCE:
,.
"
o . '~ ~
Whiie"pupils are learning by. playing, the mediation of comt~ten~ is
achieved via verbal feedback li(prclse), non-verbal (smiling, gazJ~ and via
the successful participation in toe learning-games.
c
REG{JLATION A$ CONTROL OF BEllA \lJOt1R:
. . Ii "
Pupils are ~dvised to "thfHk before they ink" and are given 11strategies
whereby they can check their answers (e.g, To ~heckwhethet ~iword is a
I'
NOUN place the before the word).
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SHARIJ.\rG:
Pupils have been assigned to small groups and been given games which are
interactional and require them to share ideas.
INDIVIDUATION'
The nature of the games is such that the unique and creative contribution of-
r)
.each group member contributes to the success of-the activity.
GOAL PLANNING:
o
There is a definite goal built into each activity. e.g, creating. a poem,
decorating '.'the classroom with word-chains. The overall goal. of using
fe'
language creatively. is achieved.
NOVELTY AND CHALLENGE: L~:
The pupils are learning new language skills. The activities provide novel,
challenging and motivating ways of learning.
i)
At the beginnh:;g-~f the lesson, pupils are not aware of the different
""""-';'\
functions of words and 'are. unable to use words in many different ways.
\ ' !)
They have now mastered the concepts of NOUNS and VERBS and have
practised using them in challenging ways.
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,Finally. a brainstorm approach is used to encourage teacher-participants to
generate ideas and to evaluate the contrasting approaches. The comparison.,
embraces the following ideas:
Traditional Lesson
Passive 'J.stening....
Teacher dominates
Content based ~ teaches
what to think
Requires rote recall of facts
and passive con,formity
Piecemeal learning.
Learners are disempowered,
Without the power of action.
b) Worldng Phase
MLELesson
Active Involvement
'Ieacher ..Pupil interaction
Skills based - teaches
how to think
Requires using informa-
tion creatively
Integrated learning.
Learners are empowered.
This classroom has the
power of action.
Sessio~ Two through Eleven comprised the ten teacher inservice training
sessions each of Which focused on one of the ten targeted principleS"of
Feuerstein's MLE approach. Each session was structured as follows:
t
Review of the previous session including a discussion about the ,
implementation of the mediational principle which teachers had
attempted during the intervening week.
.>
Experiential demonstration by the facilitator with participation by
teachers highlighting the particular MLE principle targeted for the
session (for a detailed description of each session refer to Appendix
III and videotapes).
Theoretical-input from MLE Working Manual (Skuy, Mentis, et. al.
1991.) This focused on:
33
Definition of the MLE ..principle targeted for the session.
'~'Elaboration and discussion.
Applications of the principle
classroom, community).
different contexts (horne,
Completion of questions on wot!~ pages (activ.e participation and
self-evaluation by teachers).
I')
Discussion and sharing of participants' ideas about way~ of
implementing MLE principles in their teaching during the coi~ing
week. Ii
1\
\\
~ ~
c) .' Evaluation Phase o
Session Twelve comprised an evaluation session' which included the
participants' critical viewing of their own teaching videotapes, as well as
informal oral and written evaluations of the programme. q
The study involved a repeated measures or
independe~ variable Was the MLE teacher
dependent variables were;
within-subjects design. The
training intervention and Jhe
1) The frequency and types of mediational principles implemented by subjects"
pre- and post-intervention;
,)
2) The frequency and types of non-mediational. principles implementedjby
o . . .
subjects pre- and post-interveation;
3) . Teacher pr()fessional self-concept ratihgs pre- and post-intervention.
34
The study attempts to examine the relationships between the indePendent and
dependent variables in order to determine whether the resultt'support or negate ..
the research hypotheses,
Due to both the small sample size and the nature of the data, non parametri~~
statistical measures were used to analyse the results. These took the form of
Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficients to assess inter-rater. reliability, the
Wilcoxon Test ror comparisons between pre- and post-intervention measures of
the mediati~nal and non-mediational behaviour and of professional self-concept,
illustration of pre- andColumn ch\uts ..were used to provide a graphic
post-interveJ1.ion measures for each individual teacher.
\
1
I
i
I
i
I)
o
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3. RESULTS
The results are presented i~ 'three, sections. In the first section (3.1) the
(". . _: _._ . • :-::-1,/ _" .... '
consistency in the ratings ,)( the two fFters is discussed and a decision is made as
to which mediational criteriaare retained for further analysis.
In the second section (3.2) HYP9theses ·la. and lb. of the study' are addressed
(sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively).
Section 3.3 consists of two p,arts. In the first part (3.3 . .1) pre- and
post-lnterventionteacher self-concept ratings across-all subjects are compared for
signifiCance, thus addressing Hypothesis 2.
(,
For a more in-depth understanding of the data, a second part (3.3.2) is included
in the results. The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient is use~ to examine
the interrelationships among pre-intervention measures, among post-intervention
measures, and between each specific criterion on its pre- and post ..rating.
E~amination of these correlations would provide 'an indication of whether
teachers used mediational strategies consistently in the pre- and post-intervention
situatiorts considered separately, and whether post-intervention strategies could be
predidted from pre-intervention strategies (i,e. whether, the pre-intervention
relative rank orders remained similar on post-test)~~
3.1 Inter-rate.r consistency··
In order to ascertain whether the ratings of the raters co-varied, the Spearman
Rank Order Correlation Coefficient was computed for the two raters for the pre-
and post-intervention conditions for both mediational and non-mediational
teaching criteria. According to the critical values of the Spe.:'U111anRank Order
,Correlation Coefficient with 8 subjects, (0.74 and 0.64 at the 0.05 and O.llevels
of significance respectively) agreement between raters occurred in 68% and 77%
of ratings respectively. The 0.05 level war; (adopted , but because the small
sample slre required such a large mean difference for significance, it was also
decided to retain the 0.1 Jevel as this enabled the core mediational. criterion of
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Meaning to be included. Results should ~erefore be interpreted with caution at
the lower levels of significance and may be regarded as. indicating trends in the
data, Inter-rater correlations for mediational criteria are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Correlations between ..the scores or the two raters ~
pre-Jptervention and post-intervention for mediational behaviour
Mediational Criteria """J'lre-intervention .Post-inte_ryention
L ~futentionality &
Reciprocity
0,90 ** ,\
2.
(./3.
Meaning
Transcendence
Competence
Self Re~ulation &
0,82 **
0,49
Ot9~ **
0,82 **
0,71 *
0,78 **
0,95 **
0,87 **5.
Control of Behaviour
6. Sharing behaviour
. . 7. Individuation
8. Goal Planning
9. Challenge
10. SelfChange
0,33
"none
()
0,27
0,2el
none"
0,38 ~l
none
none
0,57
none
:'~'-~,~-"
:It := p < 0.1 ** = p < .O.O!;:<::.
On two of the mediational principles (Number 8: Goal. Planning and Number 10:
Self Change), both raters recorded zero occurrences, on both pre- and
post-intervention conditions. They concurred cther¢:(ore, tha~sJ,lhjects «ailed to
\\ "," ...,,~, ',- ...... \
use these mediational strategies on either the pre- gr'~i;p~- \ '~~tipnratings.
.." ""-:,\)-", \ '-':::b::ni;;:X,~~:~:;d::'::1 :!a;:~J~;I~l~~~l1:Ci:~:
" '.... ."",, .. J:' _'~
pre-intervention condition, but did not concur on the' post-interV~'hi.ion condition.
On mediational principles Number 6 (Sharing Behaviour) and Number "9
(Challenge) no significant agreement was reached.
Inter-rater correlations for the non-mediational criteria are presented in Table .3..2:
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·;,Table 3.2 Correlations between the. scores of the two raters ft
!">:;
(,
pre-intervention and post-intervention for non-mediational behaviour.
Non-mediational ~.r1teria Pre-intervention Post-intervention
i'J
o
1. Request Action
2. Elabbrate Content
3. Rep-eatafter me
4. Yes/No Questions
q"" "
0,70 *'
0,69 *
0.9'0 **
0,87 **
0,85 **
0,90 **
" 0,84 **
0,59
0,96 **
0,83 **5. Content Questions
* :.% P -< 0.1 ** = p < 0.05
On four of the non-mediational principles (Number 1: Request Action; Number
2: Elaborate Content; Number 4: Yes/No Questions and Number 5: Content
3 " i)
Questions) raters reached significant consensus on pre- and post-intervention.
measures. On principle Number·:3 (Repeat after Me), consensus was reached on
the pre- buvnot the post-intervention ratings. (Close inspection of the data
revealed a:~P'()ssibleexplanation for the discrepancy: When Rater 1 recorded a
sequence of "repeat after me" statements as one single occurrence, Rater.~
would often regard each repetition as a separate entity resulting in raised scores
dk this measure.) Despite low post-intervention consensus. both raters recorded a
significant (p < 0.025) reduction .In teachers' use of roteerepetition; "Repeat
after me" from the pre- to the post conditions ..
Ii
As the study focuses on change between pre- and post-intervention conditions, it
was necessary to consider only those mediational principles on which there w~' J
I' \ .. _/
significant inter-rater reliability on both. pre- and post-intervention 'ratings. It
should be noted, however, that observed changes in teachers' use of mediational
strategies from pre- to post-intervention conditions) al~ays showed a trend in the
desired ,,~;tection!even when inter-rater correlation wastoo low for inclusion.
if
\\
In view both \Jf this stringent criterion and of the small sample size, which
demands a high correlation for significance, a p ,< 0.1 level of signific,'wce bas
been adopted as the criterion level for inclusion of strategies. Thus the principles
retained for further analyses are:
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Number 1 - Intentionality and Reciprocity
Number 2 - Meaning
Number 4 - Competence
Number 5 ...Self Regulation & Control of Behaviour
HQn-mediational Principles: ()
Number 1 .. Request Action
Number 2 -,Elaborate Content
Number 4 - 'fies/NQ,Questioris
t; ()
Number :5 ~ Content Questions
'. '.. JChanzes in Mediational and Ncn-medlatlonal f~ching stratee~~.~". /)
f\...".. .' ." .
'TI}is sectron is divided into two parts. o In <the first part (3.2.1) changes in .the
II}ediational teaching strategies, are anaiy~~ while in the'second part -(3.2.2)
change~ in the nOf1~mediational teaching strategies are analysed, Significant
r5sults are, presented in Table 3,3.
;i,
Table 3.'3 Summary of significant pre-post inte~tvention test score
differeA¢}!s'lil$ analysed'by tile Wilcoxon Sign.Ranl< Test
i \"_.... t ... - ..~,. \.\
_Rater2
n W ,P
rJ
L Intentionality
& Reciprocity 7 0 0.01 8 ,3.5 0.05
2. Meaning 8 1 0.01 '.i 8 1.5 0.01
4. Competence 8 0 0.01 8 0 0.01
1\
5. Sellf Regulation & 7 ;3 NS 8 3 0.05
Control of Behaviour
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o
R~~~r~l ~R~at~e~r~2
.Ii
II W p p
,l1. Request Action 8 2.5 0.05 8 3..5 0.05
2. Elaborates Content 8 11 NS 7 1 NS
4. Yes/No Questions 6 5 NS .5 5 NS
5. Content Questions 7 11 NSi .8 13 NS
i) n :;;•...sample size VI =; Wilcoxon sigr, rank score
p ::= probability levels NS = not significant
,.
Note: Sample size (n) differs. according to the number of ties.
(')
3.2.1 Mediational Teachinu;Strat~es
/J
Raters 1and 2 agreed that changes from pre .. to post-intervention are significant
in the case of mediational strategies Number 1 (Intentionality & Reciprocity),
Number z (Meaning) and Number 4 (Competence). Rater 2 (but not Rater 1)
found significant changes from pre- to post-intervention for St¥'tegy" Number 5
d .. '. ,' .. , ", . , \"" ,I
(Self. Regulation & Control of Behaviour). There is therefore some support for
the hypothesis that mediational. behavioUl's increase after the MLE teacher
training programme. Specifically" teachers "demonstrated a significant increase In
. . - - - - ,~ - ~
the desired direction in their use of four of the targeted MLE criteria, namely two
of the COl e criteria (Intentionality & Reciprocity; Meaning) and two
complel1lental'~' criteria (Competence; Self Regulation & Control of Behaviour).
Of the remaining six MLE critenaf raters recorded no occurrence" either pre- or
post-intervention in -two cases (Goal. Planning; Self Change). Both raters did
observe positive trends in the desired direction for the remaining four criteria
(Transcend~ce; Sharing Behaviour; Individuation and Challenge) however the
lack of sufficiently high il1ter:rater correlation precluded further analysis •
.',
o
'1\
\1
!J
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On only one of the non ..medfatlonal strategies did raters agree on 'a significant
decrease in non-mediational occurrences. There is therefore support onlY
e
in one
instance for the contention that non-mediational behaviours decrease after the
MLE teacher training programme. (Both raters recorded a significant decrease in
--the non-mediational teaching strategy "Repeat afte{·~e" from pre- to .
post-intervention conditions, however .> their post-test· ratings did not satisfy
correlation crlteri~ therefore this can rrwre1y be noted as a positive trend in the
data). "
3.2.3 Detailed Investil:ation of Pre.- ~"!ldPost-mediation scores
o 0
As difference scores considered by the Wilcoxon Test give' no indication or the
original m*gnitude of the pre- and post-intervention test ,:s,cpres, but merely their G
difference, it was. decided .to depict grapfiichlly the pre- and pcst-iriteryention ',_
scores for each strategy considered. Using ,this "approach, '!!fierentialion between"
low change scores could be made owing to high original scores where there was
.little room for inlprovement versus" where there was room for Imprcvemenr and
little change actually occurred.
The r~gression to the mean effect whe~eby very low scores on pre-test increase
sub~~tially by chance to average scores on post-test, is rendered minimal by the
non-parametric approach adopted. This effect ott the data is thus not further
considered.
Where both raters 'recorded consistent changes, mean percentage ratings were
considered f~r graphic representation. [I
o
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As indicated by the preceding .graphs, positliye changes in the desired directions
!,
were obsetv~ for the majority of subjects an~' criteria namely:
Mediation of ,Intentioliality & Reciprocity' increased' for five subjects and'
decreased for three subjects.
Mediation of Meaning increased for seven subjects and decreased" for one
subject.
o Mediation of CO;n\1etence increased for all eight subjects.
I -,
Mediation of SeIt'l~guJation & (Controiof behaviour increased for five subjects,
decreased for two. subjects ~d remained the same for one subject.
On the non-mediational criterion Requests Action, positive results occurred in "
the case of all eight subjects (indicating a decrease in their use o.f this behaviour).
-:;-(.)
Table 3.4 present~ an overall summary of pre- post-intervemion changes in .the
desired direction for all, correlated criteria including teacher professional
self-esteem, which is discussed in the following section. o
Table 3.4 SUtI1mary of changes in the desired direction for each teacher and
eaeh measure.
Teagher·Jt1tent •.Meaning QQmpet. Self Reg .• Requ~st S~lf_!f§J;:"
&: Rey;. & ContTo.lActiQn Esteem
j/
1 + -I- 01 + -I- + -I- 6
2 -I- -I- -I- 0 + -I- + 6
:3 '+ + 2
4 +' -I- ~+ ~" "
c.
:·1
" -I- +
5 -I- -I- -I- + + + ti()
,,6 + + + ~. -I- ()\' + 5
7
() 4-I- + \). - + + ',J
8 + + f + -I- + 6
0.62S 0.875 1.000 0.625 " 1.000 0.875
I)
,~~>
"
o
44o 0
'.'
tl
The behaviours and self-esteem of seven of the eight subjects changed in the
,)
desired direction with four of \,the teachers changing favourably on all
dimensions, Furthermore, for all criteria at least 5 out of 8 (62•.5%) and more
1:::' .... .'
',.frequ~ntly 7 and 8 out of 8 teachers (87.5 < 100%) .changed in a\i)ositive
direction. This provides strong support for Hypothe~is L According to the
Binomial Test this result is significant (p < 0.05).
3.3 Chang~ in pl'e-"and PQst..interyention teacher llrofessional self-concept.
(?
c-
As explained, this section is presented in two parts.
i.)
h. C
~p. this section the pre- and post-intervenlion teacher professional self-concept
scores for the total sample of fourteen teachers'are compared using the Wilcoxon
Test. Once again, the changes in pre- post-intervention scores are significant and
occur 'ltl the desired positive direotion. indicating increased self-concept (T:::;1,
n -14, .P < O~005)" The. mean changed score equals' 42~21 while the sta};dard
deviation is 28.9Sl. (The data is non-symmetrical as revealed by the large
standard deviation, For this reason the Wilcoxon ,vas used in, preference to the T
it.. _ "',,, .".' " "'", ,(; _ " '" ' " , " " ,',") ,<", ,,' _,' ,,'::l
Test), The data reveal significant overall improvements in teacher professional
self-esteem providing stron~ support for Hypot~esis 2. The pre- and
post-intervention scores are present€<! graphically in figure 3.6.
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In this section the selected. pre- and post-intervention scores on botlt' teacher
self-perception and on mediational behaviour are correlated using the Spearman
Rank Order Correlation Coefficients to examine tlre possibiltty of
interrelationships among the measures.
(;
Each set of correlations consists of measures on'which consensus existed between
the two raters. A~ such, Transcendence (Mediational Principle No, 3) was
included among the post-intervention measures, while Repeat after Me
,,(Non-mediational strategy No.3) was included' among the pre-intervention
measures.
l'able 3.5 Summary of significant Spearman Rank Order' Correlation
Coefficient:s. between pre-intervention measures
I&R
I&R
1.00
Mean. Compet. Self R. RcqA. Rep. Self Est.
~;
Mean.
Compet,
Self R. ~\.74*
I;'
1.00
1.00
1.00
Req Ac,
Repeat,", 0.76*
\1
SelfE. o
1.00
O.9Jr**
0.81* 1.00
I'_,
* 0.05
** 0.01
The only, significant correlations among ',re-intervention 1}1~~llres are those
b(1t~een~ Intel1tiop.?lity & Reciprocit,y and Self Reguhi~ion o~md Control 9f
Behaviour (Spearman = 0.74 P < q_.OS);' between Intentionalityo& Reciprocity
and Repeat after Me (S~01~ = ·{).76 P -c g.05); ~rttwe,enSelf Esteem and
Meanin~ (S~an =: .0.81 'p <. 0 ..05) and between Repeat after Me-and Self
Regulation ari~ ContrQI of Behaviour (Spearman ==' -.0.91 P" < 0•.01). l'he
~\
correlation between Intentionality and Reciprocity and Repea,t after Me
approaches Significance (p < 0•.06).
! II
I!
:;0
o J.'
r--.l!
~>~
On post..intervention measures, \.~fnt;only significant correlation obtained was
between Self Esteem and Self Rcgulation;md Control of Behaviour (Spearman = "
0.11 P < 0.05).
No measures were significantly correlated on pre-post interventio{:='ln general,
therefore, the pre-intervention, pest-intervention, and pre-post intervention
correlations are not significant. It should be remembered that 5% of all
correlations are expected t? be significant by chance. The few significant
correlations may thus be spurious. These data indicate that teachers are not using
strategies consistently either on pre- or on post-intervention. The observed
changes ,{lte incolls~stent across '"ltJjects and measures making it difficult to
predict t>tlst..intervention outcome,i1rQJi\.yre-intervention performances, Some
teachers ate changing" more than others. (i.e. They are changing their, rank
order~:)
Q
(J
\\
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Q4.1 In~l"etation Qf resultS
The interpretation of findings is presen~ accQrding to the research hypotheses:
- 0 , j/
Hypotbesis 1: Significat:1/!differences will be observed in the mediational
G teaching styles of teachers after their participation in the MLE inservice training
programme.
Hypothesis la; There will be an increase in their use of mediational teaching"
c;; ',~-'
strategies from pre- to post ..intervenlfun., fI(
" ~
~\ '
The results of the Wilcoxen' Test indicate that significant changts in the desired
direction (increased occurrence of.mediational teaching) occurred for four of the
ten 'designated MLE principles/criteria namely:
(\
Number 1 Intentionality and Reciprocity
Numberz Meaning
Number 4 Competence
Number 5 Self Regulation & Control of Behaviour
Icore criteria
l:~w:mentarY
"The abov~ ffndings arethus.validatory of Hypothesis la indicating a"significant
increase in subjects' use of mediational teaching strategies from pre- to
" .'. . .' _ __ _ _.' __ _ _ : _. .i.!J. . _, "
post-intervention for two Qf th~ three cc! Ie MLE criteria (Intentionality &
Reciprocity, Meani.ng) :end for two complementary MLE criteria (Competence,
Self Regulation & Control of Behaviour).
'With regard to the remaining six MLE principles, raters concurred that no
occurrences of Number 8 (Goal Planning) and Number 10 (Self Change) were
observed either pre- or post-intervention, Although low inter-rater correlation
precluded further all~ysis fo~ the MLE principles of Transcendence, Sharing
Be~~viour, Individuation and Challenge both raters independently recorded trends
in the desired direction (i.e, increased use of these strategies from pre- to
post-intervention). 0
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These outcome results thus prRvide~o~)era11validatory data for Hypothesis la and
lend. support to the research 'al\11 of' implementing MLE as an effective teacher
inservice training programme. The differential improvement of some mediational. ,
strategies over others warrants further discussion.
A possible explanation for the significant improvement noted in certain
mediational strategies and not in others, may lie in their familiarity to participants
....and the clarity andease with which these concepts ( ,.Jl be understood and put into"
practice. Thus new concepts which were nevertheless familiar and clearly
understood by subjects, may have 'been more accessible to change than less
familiar and more abstract concepts. Following this :reasoning., more familiar
~B concepts would include:
Intentionality'" & ReCiprocity ~ operationalised quite. expli~it1y (refer to
Appe~dix J,) in terms which are already familiar to teachers: "Teacher comes
prepared for ~lJelesson and creates a sense of anticipation by changing classroom
atmosphere" t "Teachet.is willinc\to re-explain when work is not understood".
Meaning .- also operationalised in a cleat and readily accessible manner: "The
teacher explains the importance Of value of a subject", "The teacher gives
positive or negative feedback in explanation to a student's response".
Less, familiar MLE concepts would therefore include:
f) "
Transcendence ~ "The teacher explains a concept or principle beyond the scope
ii . <-
of the present subject matter" , "The teacher explains how the underlying process
in solving a problem can be applied to another situation".
1)i8MLE concept may appear more abstract and less specific thlm ;'hc previous
,J
two and may therefore have been harder for the teachers to put into practice. III
addition, the training and experience of teachers in the sample. (indeed of the
majority of practising teachers) have promoted the ethos of compartmellt~~s'~J~z)
subject teaching as opposed. to integrative te~~~}ng>~, D#C~i~i~~j"{.f:~8)"~'c
compartmentalised thinking and t~~hing cawU9t p~{;¥h&lged~';t1~(1t~·~,;i?erlotl~\~if~\:A':
twelve weeks. Another difficulty with transcehdepC¢'c df:~I)ljdgir;ii;')J$:~:Ci~I~,c,:_).\J\
. . \ . IlL \~\\\\~,~L\J(-;)_~_i" ~~,_':~t,0',.,-.1\\\\\",' 'I'/r-' "y,.; __;
-~''.)I!\~\ . /I I .)
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expressed by Blagg '(1991, p.l(3) who writes, "Many teachers were able, to
bridg~ to thp,';r own subi~t areas but had insufficient knowledge of other subject
i
disciplines to help pupils make cross-curricular links".
Certain MLE principles may require longer training and practise in" 'Order to be
successfully mastered. ,:::;During the present research each of the ten MLE
principles received equal prominence. Thus while certain concepts appear 'to
nave been successfully understood and applied, other more complex concepts may
demand, additional time and practice, These might inciJide the MLE principles 'of
Goal Ptannlng .and Self-cbange which teachers were unable It" apply in either \!
their pre- or post-intervention teaching sessions.:" It may well be that our
traditional, 'iauthoritarian teacher-centred classrooms f6~ter loci of control a~?
evaluation which are external to the pupil, making the meiHation of self-planniI~~
1:':1
and evaluatign relatively more difficult.
Hypothesis Ib; There w¥l be a decrease in subjects' use of non-mediational
teacbillg strategies froro pre- to post"~'\1terfention.""
),1
In the case of the non-mediational strategies, inter-rater consensus revealed
changes in the desired direction for only one of the designated strategies i.e, a
significant decrease in subjects' use of non-mediational strategy Number 1 -
Requests Action. Thus, Hypothesis Ib was only partially supported by the
research data. °A possible explanation for this result is that while the MLE
teacher training programme focused explicitly" upon the acquisition and use of the
ten (positive) MLE principles, it was also proposed that certain (negative)
non ..mediational teaching ~trategies would be reduced in frequency. These
non-mediational strategies were, however, never explicitly targeted during the
teacher training sessions and were therefore only affected in an indirect incidental
manner. This observation adds credence, to the power of specific, focused
mediation OV{:.J;' incidental learning. "Whereas direct stimuli impact ..• in a
haphazard random fashion, mediated stimuli cannot escape ••. attention and
recognition." (Blagg, 1991, p.lS).
In sum~~ry, statistical analyses of'the data snd overall trends support Hypothesis
la suggesting that for certain mediational strategies, subjrcts did indeed
demonstrate significant it, .eases in the use of these principles in their regular
classroom teaching' practice. As participants were. not exposed to any input other
I,
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than the MLE inservice training during this time period, chang~s in their teaching
behavi9'tl can te~tativel~i be ascribed to this intervention. These (lata uphold the
value ..of MLE te<tc~et)1raining as a potentially effective ,1l1cans of improving
mediational teachirlg sldl1s. FLrther subjective 'valiurit!9:1<fhr this CQn~ntion is
/~ound, ip,t~Jkritten l"'!edb~~kof the participants: :' I:
ie' . C;c" ',)
"I gained insight into new ways of teaching~:.
"The MBE approach is a challenge·to teachers and pupils",
III learned new ~9easand skills which allow me to break away from rigid old
methods",
"?vILE is more child-centred".
c
The general consensus of opinion among participants was that everything they
'bad learnt in the programme was of pra~tical benefit and could be used with their
, z~
pupils in the, classroom situation.
Hypothesis lb found partial support in that there was a significant reduction in
only one of the non-mediational strategi~s employed by teachers. !t would appear
that deliberate, focused c. mediation is "essential before behavioural change will
occur.
Hypothesis 2: "There :will be an improvement in the professional
r _.. J)
selt-perception of .teaehers after completing; -the Nliit Inservice training
programme.
(' _,', . _ '. < _ '. ,'.. ', _,' .. ' () ", . ,:_,' ';1 . " . .' C, .....i:,~
This research aimed at promoting a positive professional sel(:,:view in adr(itiq!\ to
stimulating participants with" opportunities to develop knowledge and skills.
Various writers support the contention tnat change in professional self perception
holds particular promise as a criterion for judging the effectiveness of teacher
in service training programmes (Elsworth & Coulter, 1977; Rowe & Sykes,
1989; Smylie, 1988), TIle results of this study revealed a higuly significant
overall increase in: tbe teachers' ratings of their professional self-esteem
(p < 0,005) suggesting .that they perc-eived themselves as more competeiit and
,c.ontident teachers after participariJ1g' ill the programme. A breakdown of
individual ratings sho~~ a detinite increase in self-esteem 'for all participanv~,
with the exception ,~, .slight decrease for one participant' (see figure 03.6).
These results thus provid~-'str(mg validatory support for Hypothesis 2. While
52
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acknowledging. that the pre~~Jlt teacher inservice programme isobut one of'''many
potentially valuable, lrainil~g courses which' might enhance professional
self-esteem" the results strongly uphold the Positive effects of .~hr.MLE teacher
inservice training on the professional self-perception of participants and support
the notion that ?rof~~~iOl1a1development has a direct and positive effect on
tl.".ach~{~'self-perceptions.
! i
It would thus appear that the MLE. Teacher Trainlng programme has the potentialc:
to enhance teacher"lljffcctiveness by ad~res~ing the interacting areas of knowledge
(cognitive domain). skins (beraviouraJ domain) and by raising \teacher
professional. self-esteem (affectiv~domain).
. u 7/ I,,>
I)
The present study, although limited, provides 'supportive data for MLE teacher
I)' . .,.. ~.
inservlce training as a viable.and effective approach to enhancing teaching skills
""'p,ndattitudes. Not only has it the possibility for extending knowledge and honing
mediational skills, but it also provides strJ)lg validation for the affeCtive -z
dimension of ongoing teacher education in general and fer MLE training in
particular .
While the" results, offer,¢ so~.n~signlfieant improveraents both in skills (mcreased
, ""',, "_. . . '. . _, ~'\.
use of mediational "strategies) and in attitude (improvement in professional
self..peI\~epUon), certain limitations of the study, of the intervention programme
o
and of the assessment measures need to be CO.~1§idete,d together with suggestions
.' I· .
for future research.
Limitations of tho study
I,'
.; /)
(IA major limifatiqrt of the present stldy is the lack of control groups against which
to evaluate the changes obsemed in the mediational behaviour and professional
I
self-esteem of subje;cJs. As this wllS not a rigorous experimental study the extent
I)
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oto which results can be ascribed solely, to the MLE interl('entio~ must ,pe treated
with "caution. A more exacting. evaluation .of the programme might .Involve a
~gthreegroup design evaluating the outcome variables of:
~/
,,~( a. the MLE inservice programme given to an experimental group of teachers
~ 0
i' (El) . ."" o
b. an alterq~tive teacher inservice 'i,,"ning, programme (such as InstnlIrtental
,; Enrlchm~nt).,.g~v¢n-to a second experimental group of teachers,(E2)
o c, a cbntrol group of t&:Chers (C) receiving no Inservice intervention.
, D ~
(o.
'-.'",
Despite the limbtations of the repeated. measu~ys within-subject paradigm,
however, the present study was able to evaluate the effects of, the.MLE teacher
i{lselvice training course upon the selected outcome variables (mediational
,beJ1aviour~ professional self.;;~tee~). As the:)t¢acher-p~cipants represented a
~stablepopulation" at the time receiving no input other th~ tv,ttE trainipg, any
-: /'
ehanges from. pre- to post-intervention could most likely be ascl,ibCd to the
\ (\ - .. ' . ~';' '-'
t;i ,\nterventiotiit~elf. ,,,'0
o :\ c
{\ <: O
1rhe small sample size is another limitation. This precludes generallsation to the
l:\U'gerpopulation of teachers, Nevertheless this researc~1can provide, a useful
ppot study' informing future large-scale rigorously controlled experimental
-Rfogrammes. 0 IC.
The lack of high inter ..rater consensus on certain strategies may be regarded as
another Broiling factor. Although both, raters were post-graduate stud~llltsfamiliar
w~th MLE their manner '"of rating ..certain strategies may have varied. Ratings
Were done 'completely independently. Therefore, whereas one rater may have
recorded repeated occurrences of a behaviour as but one incident, the other' tater a
'J~3y have recorded each repetition as a discrete incident. (T,his discrepancy may
h~~vetesultedin their observing similar tren; lbut with low correlation),
pqlOth~r explanation for imperfect consensus may be found ein the overlap
!. . _. 'I
between certain mediational strategies such that one rater might have ascribed a
Clfrtain behaviour to a particular MLE category while the other rater might have
categorised the v,~ry same behaviour differently (e.g, Goal Planning/Challenge).
J G
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More rigorous training of raters may be necessary 0 to improve inter-rater
'0
correlations in future studies. <rne present #udy allowed one supervised training
session during which raters practised on two teaching videos).
o
Lhnitatidns oIJf the pl'ogtruplne
"
o
I)
t,'_ " __ "I, _ ", _ _ 0 ,_ _ _ _ ,', ;:' '" _.,'._ .:'
The participants criti~~sed the usage' of longwinde.d ·~~tmS·in the MLE Training
Manuat,o suggr.sting that terrnillology could be simplified and new cori,~ept:$
presented ill a cleat, comprehensible manner. This was well demonstrated during
Session Foqr (Mediation of ComPetence), wh~n the pm:pcipants themselves
facilitated the session, and successfully modified and,)silllpIi~ed the-language of
the manual. (As the tetmino~ogy used" in the MI.E (Manual is. designed for
['v:?-~,.,
()
"fitst~languag¢1I English s~er~l, , comprehension may have been difficult as
participantS have English as their "second-language").
\\
'~)
Q
Another unavoidable "limitation of the programme was the time available. This
was not always sufficient to fully ilntegra~e and implement ce;~in of the concepta»
':: . i . \ ~
and is. reflected, in the" differentiat results on certain ML:e principles. A future '>'J'""'\ . .. . .. 5- : '.' '. 'i
programine should take into. account tq~additional time needed to mediate more rP
abstract and nov~l conc~p~f.' '/
Ii
I,")\
Ii
"Limitations of the measures
While the use of videotapes affords a. permanent, 'realistic and accessible measure
of teaching behaviour, the MLE. teacher .~ting scale could be further refined to
avoid unnecessary qverlap and dupliciition of strategies.
o
.0 The 'teac~JlP.~'ofessioKlal Self-percelptlQu Rating Scale (Elswq~'& Coulter,
1977) ;pro:yideo a global measure of pre- and post-intervention self-esteem, The
scale may ;be further factor analy~~ into clusters of attributes constituting'
affective dimensions such as "Orderliness", "Creativity" , "Watmth and
\'... ·1
supportiveness" • The interrelatio~sh;ips between these affective dimensions and
specific mediational variables may ~Ifovjde additional fruitful data in a future
study. () ,
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aSuxnmacy and cconclusions
This study examined the effects"Of"~~,¢ja11Y devised MLE teacher training
programme on the mediational teaching and professional self-esteem of insei!\rice
teachers. Significant results were, obtained on four of the MLE strategies,
positive trends were observed on four, and no cha:;}ges were observed on two. I'
For non-mediational strategies a 'significant decrease 'was obtained on only one //
\!,rategy, whJI~ promi~irig trends were observed -on another. A significan~(
improvement in!)professional self esteem was obtained for all but one participant. ~
The overall findings of the study thus reveal positive changes in, the 'mediational
teaching behaviour and in.' the professioaal self-esteem of the teachers who
participated in theMLE i,ervk.e training.
/
The literature on the importance of mediational approaches to teaching and
learning presents, a strongcase in f~t'\l'ourof MLE and the positive effects it has on
.:
both the child's intellectual and psychological development,", The principles of
MLE are aimed at facilitating an interactive "invitationru" learning environment
where pupils can develop feelings of competence, self-regulatory behaviour, ,alld
sharing behaviour as well as a" sense "'Of individuality and receptiveness to
challenge and change. This approach stresses that learning must be placed within
a meaningful, purposeful context and that concepts be linked and integrated - not
presented" in isolation; Feuersll.~!n,has stressed the importance of mediational
teaching and learning and has warned that insufficient MLE will lead to cultural
, f/
deprivation (failure to integrate the culture in which one lives), reduced
modifiability and deficient cognitive abilities (Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffm~,J&
Miller, 1980). Advers~politicil and socio-economic factors have played a part
in the educational and cultural deprivation suffered by black South African pupils
(Burman & Reynolds, 1986), as has the limiting, disabling curriculum imposed
by the system of Bantu Education. Mediated teaming Experience offers an
educational approach Which is curriculum-free and' which -may truly teach
children "how to think and not wMt to think" •
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MLE TEACHER"RATING SCALE
Intentionality and Reciprodty
n
1.' Teacher arouses student interest and motivation.
2. Students ask questions relevant to the subject matter.
3. Teacher gives appropriate feedback on students verbal contribution,
4. teacher is willing to re-explain 'when work is not understood.
5. T~cher comes prepared for the lesson and creates a sense, of anticipation. by
changing clr;::';~bomatmosphere,if" H
Meaning
1. The teacher explains the importance or value of a subject.
2. The teacher explains the r~on for focusing on a subject.
3. The teacher transforms material by changing frequency and/or intensity of
presentation.
4. The teacher gives positive or 'negative feedback in explanation to a students
responses.
5. The teacher asks more "how" and "why" questions - process questions.
Transcendence \1
1. The teacher explains a concept or principle beyond the scope of the present
subject matter.
61
2. The teacher explaitit~h~relationship of the subject of the lesson. to previous ,0(,
'\ '.
future subjects. " i
-:
3. The teacher expl~ns how the underlying process. in solving a problem can qe
C;pplied to another '~itu3.tiort. "
4. The, teacher promotes the use of work habits which are useful beyond present
needs,
\\
Competence
1. The teacher .selects and presents material appropriate to the students level of
development. D
2: The t,eacher phrases questions accor,ging tp students level" of competence.
',) ,g' ';,
3. The teacher encourages students to b6!aware of their progress relative to their
own standards.
4. The teacher breaks down a complex r~skinto its simpler-parts to reduce anxiety.
" '/'
5. The teacher praises successful steps towards completion of.a task. ;';
6. The-teacher rewards participation in an activity,
Regulation and Control of Behavlour
1. The teacher instills in students behaviour conducive to learning ~ good classroom
,management.
2. The teacher restrains the inappropriate impulsiveness of students.
3. 'The teacher encourages self discipline in students,
4. The teacher models respect, commitment and perseverance in classroom
activities.
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1.
I_) 21.'\
~:
(i
3.
\ 6.
if
Sharing Bebaviour 0
1. 'l1le teacher applies effective gfoup teaching methods,
;i
2; The teacher enconrages\stutlents to share their work experiences with each other.
,~ .,
3~ The teacher ~tm~~her approach to solving tasks with students.
4~ The teacher encourages students to help each other and facilitates peer tutoring.
S. The teacher encourages students to listen to each other.
6. .()!'he teacher encourages students to empathise with the feelings of others •
..:.;,
7. The teacher selects suKJect m<iJI;I~r which emphasizes the importance of
cooperation.
Individuation
The teacher accepts divergent approaches .in solving a-problem,
The teacher encourages illde~ndent (,} original thinking and gives opportunity
for, innovativ~-"worlc. \',,-, ,I /) ,,{,
The teacher l~ts students ch<X:}separt of their c1assrrorn acthjties and encourages
diversity in use of free time.
c
4. The teacher enhances positive aspects or cultural pluralism,
5. 1he teacher support~,the right of a student to be different.
The teacher refrains from asking for total identification with her values and c;
beliefs.
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oo· .'
Goal Planning
1. The teacher fosters the need and ability of students to set realistic" goals for
themselves.
\)
2. "The teacher encourages perseverance and patience in the pursuit of 9oa18.
3. The teacher e;{pia1ns to students the strategy underlying goal planning.
4. The teacher deyclops in the student the need and ability to review and modify
goals according to changing needs and circumstances.
5. The teacher models goal directed reh4'.Jiour: setting clear goals for each lesson.
c
6. The teacher Instills an au~gl\9mousattitude in the students for their future.
Challenge and Novelty
1. The teacher encourages intellectual curiosity.
\2. The teacher encourages originality and creativity.
3. The teacher makes, available to the. students challenging, novel and complex
situations.
4.
o
c> i\ '.. . .,
The teacher encourages students to create their own examples and to pr, ~nt them
to the class.
[/ 5. The teacher helps tbe student anticipate the satisfaction of completing a task.
/
6. The teacher encourages students to persevere with difficult tasks.
(1'
1.
~
2.
3.
4.
5.
~}
".\..
The teacher promotes self evaluation of iJrldivioual"progress.
o
I)
'::
The teacher discourages students from using external criteria for measuring
progress,
\)
The ~.acher de;'~Jl'lphasizes labellmg of students.
" ~/"
The teacher gener:4f'~iian awareness of change within oneself.;) (y,:\:, '.. .-,
r'·~·-::~:.:'
~:. -.
The teacher WOdelsself change bysharing hl(,f growth and learning experiences,
'~-'
,1,\
\)
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Apperldix 11 Q ,f
THE TEACHER PROFESSIONAL SEI.lF~PERCEPTIOI<LQlJFS_'tJ~NNAiR£
l\
i\
!,
Il
n
"
Please rate yourself according to the following criteria:
xo
~.
Myself as a teacher
The teacher I would like to be
warm':' * '" '* ;(( * '* '* coolchaotic '* :.: * * '* * * orderlycomforting * * * '* '* '* '" fe~aChingfriendly *' * *" '" l¥,' '" .t¢ hos~free 0 ".,Aj ;I< * '* * '" *' * constrained JI... .spirited '* '" '" '" *1\ '" '" apathetic ]1;)lucid ,*, * '* * '* '* *' obscuresystematic * *' * '* *" '* '* randominsulting ,'Ie * '* *" * '" >I< esteemirigcreative *' '" * * '" * * uncreativedisorganised * lie ;II '" * '* '" orgam,sed ,ponventi.oliJ.a1. '" '* '" '" * '* lit unconventionalindifferent '* '* '" '* lie '* '" eagersatisfied * *' * '* '* ~( '" \)dissatisfiedvague * * * '" * '" '* cleat'prepared * '* * * * * '* II unpreparedjumbled >14 * '* * * * '* arrangedpuzzling '* '* * lie '* '* '* informingrestrained lie * * -* * '" '* liberated IIbJ:arry '* '* * '* '* '* '* sharpfresh '* '* '* * * '* * stale.mean '" '* * * '" '* '* kindadaptable * '* '* * '* '* * rigidenthusiastic * * lie * '* '" '" unenthusiasticinert * '" *' * * * * energeticusual '* * * * '" * '" unusualimaginative * '" *' * * lie '* tWimaginativeefficient '" ,... '" '" '* *' '" inefficientconforming lie * *' '" * '" * non·confonning
,) rewarding * *' * '* '* * * punishing "fulfilled * * * * * lit unfulfilled <,stressed *' * * * * >I< * re1ro.:eet"burnt-out "" '* * * *' * * energisedconfident '* * *
()
* * * * insecure0
o
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Ap~ndixm
MLE TEACHER TRAINING SE..~SIONS
Session 1
bim: To mediiite Intentionality and Reciprocity
'1
In . U·t i1dR'··· •• tentiona },"an eclproclty1t'c
~
/I
1/
Motivate the principle via a "R~}axation Underwater Fantasy". The facilitator has
pt;~pared the script and ~rawing materials (intentionality). The teachers will participate
Inthe relaxation ~d f~tasy (reciproeity). !/
Meaning
Discuss the relevance of. the fantasy for unlocking creativity and for getting in touch
with' feelings and needs.
'I'ranscendenee
)h
//
. !./
Discuss with teachers how this activity can be bridged into other teaching subjects, e.g,
creative writing, drama, biology.
Competence
->
Work through the manual pages and exercises to familiarise pmicipants' with new
concepts, (~~.~'\\, )
Instruct teachers to "relax, breathe deeply and create'avisual image" while listening to
the fantasy script. -c
Self~Regulationand Control of Behaviour
Sharing Behaviour
Teachers share their fantasy drawings and stories.
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I)
Individuation
'il G Q"
Facilitator and teachers observe that the same script can genlra.te original, lihique .'(~"
images in ?iffer;mt peoPle~\"' I
Goal Planning.r )
'-If)
'\ "
Participants l~asked how each of th~ir drawings milkh~Jreflect" an inner need ~r goal
and what steps the.y could ~e to achieve their goat' Overall goals for the MLE'
programme are discussed.
Challenge
\) Discuss the challenge of working inan affective- rather than a didactic mode.
,. 1/
Self-change
Reflect how awareness of inser needs can "change one's perceptions and deepen self
awareness. Also, learning the MLB approach may lead to self-change in the approach
used by teachers.
Evaluation of Session 1
Positive aspects of the session included the tea~hersi enjoyment and enthusiastic
participation in the fantasy-relaxation exercise as well as their feelings of sharing and
nurtunng one another. Among tge im~:lesshared were: c:
Thembi: I see myself near a stream, enjoying an apple. Ii
"
Zonke: I see my father bringing books and encyclopaedias,
Participants discussed what inner needs their drawings might reflect and how t~ey
might realise these needs. f \\
The activity was an effective "ice ..breaker" and also helped to introduce the :w.,.E
process as-interactive teaehlng-learning and to introduce the mediator as a facilitator, r:
" '",!
rather than a lecturer.
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Aim; To mediate Meampg. u
'~'.~ . . " (\
The' only "negatIve feedback from the teachers concerned the, terminology used in the
,MLE Manualtfe.g. Intentionality, Reciprocity" responsivity, reciprocal, perceived
G
relevance). 11ley described some of the terms as "bombastic" ana difficult tc
understand. (nus observation was made({d\lrin~~:.subs~uent ~ssioris but will not be
repeated, in the eva1u~tionsl. .We agreed to attempt to overcome' this problem in future
o . .. )\
sessions by discussin~ difficult terminology; and using simpler language to capture the
und~~'ying"meaning. \
, ~=--=~\ ~ion 2 ..,.
~;
'J
InteI!t~onality and Reciprocity
Motivate principle via a number puzzle where completion of problems will enable
participants to solve a riddle)n code.
Q
Meaning
Discuss the relevance of learning arithmetic operations in order to solve
problems.
Tnrbscendence
If"
()
Relate the discussion to other problem-contexts such as shopping/money, baking,
building and sewing.
II
Competence
~.\
Work througn the :MLE Manual pages.
Self·Regulatiolll and CQpfro] of Behaviour
r Check answers hr u\ing theinverse procedure, $00 whether the solution
looks correct. .
II
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c:
=
Sharing "c
T~NOteachers collaborate on one riddle. o
(,\
Individuation
NoteJhat in'dividu~s may have different (but effective) learning styles;
\~I
\.1
'0 , Goal Planning
c
"DIsc\1ss goals whichteachcrs/l~ers can set e.~. l~ing oneJtim~ tab!e"
per week. ~ ( "
,.
oChallenge o
Apply ba$i¢ arithmetical <operations to a novel task such as building a p!cture
(introduction to graph work): 'I) 0
I}
Self-Change o
,\ q
<.~)-
Note how-much easier calculation becomes 'Upen "times tables" ate fluent. Teacher
"can change his appro~ch by ~sing different a~ti"ities to teach the con~pis.
r Evaluation of Se.tiSion2
{ I
Tile teachers noted the importance of placing every lessen in a meaningful con~~t and
comme~ted'that bridging thelessq9,s (e.g, applying math to baking, buildmgf could
highlight. the, p,urpose and eVelYd~)application ~ff~tivelY,. They fo~nd 'the ~ctivft~0'
very motivanng an4;observed thf{many MLE principles could c;;Q.e~medla!ed during the
same actiyity.' The "terminolo~fproblemll was Sllccesfu~r negotiated ~?lch~Jdni
<!) participants' understanding of concepts and by simplifying language wh~reappropri~~. ~'
r- , ()
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Session ~ II
II y
'fo mediate Transcendencec
(/
Motivatp.the prin~iple by'using a theme, "shopping". A selection of groceries is
brought to inspir~a discussion of the manydifferent things Wecan learn front
" grocery products ...
~) .(1
I)
Meaning
o /1
Discussi9! of the relevance of using a t~lemeto integrate skills in PlarlY
di~~~.fareas (math,(Jeoil'~phy, art, etc). "". '
;PiP ~'- D " " \o:~~- /J o \\ __-- "b~
\) Transcendence
(\
;reachers (USCUSS how they would apply the "shopping" theme to different areas.
o
Competence
tc:_.
Reinforce teachers tor theq: original ideas. e,Work through MLEJVIanu3.I.
.' ",!i ",/")
',' ,~", l\.J
,,0
$1!1f..Regulat~()nand Control of Behaviour;
Use "brainstorm I. technique to generate and develop Ideas. Bxplain technique.
<,
o
o Teachers group together to.plan different lessons based on "shopping" theme. 'I;,
. - , - - .;1
, ,
Individriation
c
Each individual's contribution i~dis-cussed and valued.
I)
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If
),,£:,c
c.
0(1
.::,
Goal P!annin'g I] ()
~t;;
Teachers plan how-to implementlessop; using an approach whlctfintegrates many
" . '.. ((subjects within one theme. They will try this approach during the coming week.
\\ .
Challenge (\
t.:: ..... .... •. ,':;" ' " _ """", ' ",' ,Q.,;,
Use of a 'new integm,~ye,approach which bridges one theme to different-subjects.
1.1 . Ii" ' •
l..:
Self-Cha,nge
Teachers present their lessons in a new 'l~~y using "Thetiles across the curriculum II
r~
jf
;;;:-, ()
"Evaluation of Session 3
o
The .teachers enjoyed transcendlng tile traditional "rigid cutnpattmerttalisatiol1" of
subjects" by using,~.tbeme.to integrate many different skills. ,D\l~llg the braivstormmg
exercise they gene~teG innovative ideas and were able to reinforce one ati~~ther, thus
mediating their Own Sharing, Individuation-and Competence. Particip~tS feft that a
theme approac~ is inItially demanding as it involves teachers 111extra preparation and
time commitment.
1/
Session 4
o
(.
Aim: To.medlafeCompetence
:futenti~nality and Reciprocity
o (, \
Jhe teachers conduct the session. This facilitates their sense of competence
and enables them to present the concepts in clear and simple terms. Teachers
motivate the principle by means of role-playing,
Me,llmng
II
Discuss the importance of building self-esteem and competence in pupils.
~\
'J
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//
z=1
nTranscendence
Ii
Relate discussion to other cont~J.ts such as hotne,owork, adult-literacy.
Com.petence
Dis~uss -$arlous verbal and non-verb~ ways of mediating Competence. Work '
\. . \.~
Q1rough MI.1£ Manual.
{J c'
(\.:.. ,_, -,. ','
\),Discuss the use of reinforcement to encourage desired behaviour.
, ~. "."~~~J
Shadng B~taviour
"Tea.ched share in me presentation.
Individuati-an
\\ \l
Each teacher enacts his/her special way of mediating Competence,
c
Goal Planning
,~: Ii
/1
reachers build Competence by breaking lessons down into manageable step~iwith
acnieveable goals.
f!haUenge
o
Teachers try new ways of mediating Competence via role;-playing, Try to.
reinforce pupils fer positive attempts (not only for successfuifinishedlprooucts).
o ~
Self-Change
c\
(I
Teachers wilbtry to mediate Competence frequently and 4ifferentially(in."ll1any
()
areas: scholastic, behavioural, inter-personal).
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"Evaluation (If Session 4
Ci
u
l:'he teaehers preseJlt~' the session well. This experience ,;was successful in empowering [l
them and' raising itheir own' sense. of Competence and self-esteem. In working through
~ 0. G
" the MLE ¥anua1, they succeeded in simpJifying terminology and m¥ng the ideas
clear and accessible.
Sesslon 5
'\
Aim: \['0 mediate Self'..Regulation and Control ,~fBebaviont"
IllteniionaUty and ~eciprpCity
II \), ,~;
Motivate princip1lpvia an activity of "following instructions" - showing}he
1\ o· . ..... " '" . ' ..'. I
negative consequences of Impulsive behaviour. 1
Meaning~
\)
Discu¥l1 tk~ fmpor;ance of regulating beh~:viour e..g .. skim through tests before
answering, lIthin~~beforeyou ink" ," \\,
, (I,
"Transcendence
,__' ;"";::::
,~,,~£Relatediscussion to oilier contexts e.g preparing utensils aqp in~1:edients
.'~efor'\baking, planning schoot'Projects.
Q.
Competence I,
"
S~~:ReguIation and Control of Behaviour , .'1 (
I~plemel'lt the pr;incipllfl via a robot poster reminding pupils to stop, think,
')'. . ' . Ii .
then write, Encourage hypera~ti~e child to sit still by provt9fug him with cut-
out footprints on which to placefeet. ,~
() . .. Ii
II
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i::;-.
Sharing Behaviour
o
Teachers share their ideas for media,ting Regulation amf'Control of Behaviqur., " "1" y
Ind~Yiauation /
Goal Planning
a
:p,iscuss how Regulaticn and Control.ofBehaviour facilitates Goal Planning e.g,
Self~instruciions to '[stop, ~~ exam paper and allocate time before artsv.1eril1g"
will help achiev~ '3. gQal of high grades. Ii
, '~~' '
\i
"'~CJ,tallenge l
" .-'.' ., "~" .~~,rc"
Discussion pf the challenge to ieachers of monm.~lhg, their own behaviour whdn
• y , c__ ..... . . . " - -.' . •
Implementing the MLE .prillcipl~~.
(I
Self ...Change
Regulation and·Control of Behaviour leads tc'Self-Change.
-I.)
o
j' ,',
!IEvaluatUoll of Session 5
-The activity generated amusement 'and a "hands on" understanding" of how-impulsive
behaviour" can cause negative consequences. t, Teachers acknowlen~ that pupils'
behaviour is often ,:tcontrolled" punitively and felt that they benefited from discussing
other means, especially techniques to foster "self-control" in pupils.
tj
\)
,) "
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Session ()
'Aim: To mediate Sharing Behaviour
Intentionality and Reciprocity ('/
Di~I?USSrelevance of pupils sharing ideas, feelings and resources in 'the classroom..' .... 0
!J
"
<)
Transcend(,:Dce
I)
Relate discussion to other contexts such as work, home and communitv ..
1\· . .. - ~ \?
c (l
COlt!petence
\]
~e,inforce and value rea,chers1 ideas. Work through MLE Manual. ') (/
'o
\'-/'
Self.i,.Regulationand Control oft'Bebaviopr
Mediator shares her ownregulation and control of b,~haviour in monitoring the
ten principles duringsessions,
cr
Sharing Behaviour
Participants share th~i1feelings.
Individuation
Discuss ,how~ch individual's unique contribution enriches and extends the
concepts being discussed.
{j
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Goal Planning
Teachers plan different ways to plooiate Sharing Behavioutin the classroom (group
;,,'.,' " " . 1/ \\
work, ·role-play 'I deti'ates anddiscussions).
rd
Challenge
Discuss the challenge of fostering riiore Sharing Behaviour ao.d ways to do this.
Self-Change
j} "=
,Reflect how this principle requires a shift in teaching approach from
com~titive to cooperative learning. 0
.,
. " Evaluation of Session JJ
err.. . ."..... . ., ..'. . . !~J. . . . .. i///;~
The Ij'feelings spinner" game successfully encouraged'the teachers to share feelings any?'
ideas. They observed how tfte "sum of everyone's contributions amounts to more that
tbe.indiyiduru parts". The teachers refl~ted how traoitlonal teaching approaches tend
to emphasize competition and "correct answers" at the expense of cooperation and
diversity. They acknowledged the value of cooperative lean11ng,,<iJ:n.nsounded a note of
:,\',)\"
caution in that group work in very large classes (fifty pupils) may be noisy and difficult
for teachers to monitor .. careful, .skilled planning of activities would be essential for
this to succeed.
Session 7
Aim: To mediate Individuation
Intentionality and Reciprocity
Motivate principle via a "pick a word""arJ(l creates a unique (cinquain) pof'.'\
>
ltfeaning c=
Discuss the importance of encouraging and valuing individual ideas.
77
Transcendenc¢
(l
:RelatcJiiscussion"on Individuati.on to other contexts e.g. horne, work etc.;) - /1
Competence
G
()
/J ..... . . )'j
Each individual's poem is valued. Work,tbrougnMLE Mru,JuaJ:
\)
i", :Mediator shares the finquain
and plan their poems.
,,_I~/ c
helps particip<:\ut.s to structure>~,-,.,
" ~
'6
Sbaring Behaviour
'/ -- __ - _ '" I]
Tea.c:hers share their poems. DIscuss ftterip.t~!:,relatienship between Individuation
n. \ ,J _\\
and Sharing, " v} \i
;t_
-' ...t'
Individuation
~'::(
c; ..,. \)
c
Each individual's'originafand unique poem is read aloud and appreciated.~ ~
"Celebration ofDiversitv", '
,'/'
Goal Plap.ning
.ij\)
'\\,~
Discuss, the atta1\~~~t of this session' s goal of Ustarting. with a single word and
a structure and cr~liog a unique poem" .
\ ,\
Challenge
':/';;_;;:;->\,-
Dis,l~ussthe challenge of pre~~;~1Hil~a novel activity and the sense of
achievement in mastering it. -, ,c
o .
\I
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{/
Self-Change
(1
Reflect how the novel activity unlock~ a rreviously-untap~ creative ability in(~
each participant/Ieamer.
EvalpatSon of Session "1
Tht(. teachers initially doubted their creative abilities but discovered that they could
realise the goals of the session and produce originalpoetry, if given sufficient structure
and reinforcement. They commented that the sesSfi:>n had highlighted the importance of
encouraging and valuing Individuality, while .not losing sight of sharing and
coo~ration.
Session 8
Aim~ To mediate Goal Planning,
Intentiorlality and Reciprocity
Mediate the principle, via an application of teachers planning their q'Nn MLEG .
lessons, Facilitator provides MLE lesson ..plan sheet for teachers to use.
Meaning
Discuss the importance of a step-by-step lesson plan in orde~ to concretise each
':/1
MLE principle and make it ffreal".
Transcendence IiII
II
., If
1(,,/1. di.sele(;;t iverse $ubjectsX so as to bridge MLB into
~ . ,
Teachers encouraged to
many content areas.
Competence
Teachers gain confidence in their ability to build MIJE into their lessons.
Work through MLE Manual.'
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Seli',.Regulation and Coutrol of Behaviour
MLE lesson.plan gives a structure and format whereby teachingbehaviour can be.. . ,
monitored.
Sharin~ BebavioUl'
(~
Participants share their plans, enabling the group to gain from different ideas.
fudividi~ation
Each teacher plans an original lesson in which MLE principles are utilised.
Goal Planning !/
The goal of putting theory into practi~'e is accomplished.
Challenge
,\ . ,\
Discuss the challenge of using a new approach in the planning and
implementation of lessons.
(j
'\Self-Change
Discuss how approaches to teaching and planning of lessons may be modified by
"acquiring the new knowlege and skills of a IdLE approach. \\
Evaluation of Sp..ssion8
Participants felt 'tnat the "hands on" experience. of applying the MLE theory to an actual
s:
lesson plan, helped make the approach more concrete and viable. It would be easier to
attain the goals of !\I1LBwith sound planning. However, as the concepts are still
,)tfamiliar, more practice will be necessary. This will be facilitated at a later stage via
"videotaped microteaching.
\\
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Aim: To mediate.Challenge
IptentionaUty and ReciprOcity,
-, '\\ ')
MotWate principle by means of a-novel and challenging activity, Rey's complex
figure drawing.
Meaning
(1
Discu~,S the value of.~xposing learners to new and unconventional.tasks e.g. to
stimulate lateral thinking and sharpen problem-solving skills.
~ '. . .' . . . .~). . n .,
\)
'franscendQ,nce
Examine waY~1of providing unconventional and challenging tasks across curriculum.
"!i
, 'CQmpetenc~
'Competence mediated by the teachers' improvement on the Rey's figure drawing.
Work through MLE, Manual.
)}
Self-Regulation and, Control of Behavioul'
Teachers are assisted to regulate their performance by receiving-verbal
«'~I"'~wedia.tionW~'C,hhelps them monitor and im~t1?ve their drawings.
I "\ " "I
JI ';-'. '1:.\ .
F;/ \ L,) . •
I( // '
" Sharing Behaviour
il
Teachers share their feelings about the task as well as their strategies for
remembering the figure.
Individuation
Teachers' unique problem-solving strategies are discussed and valued.
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oGoal Planning
DiSCtl$S the Importanceofusing,plap.ning and strategy in solving the "problem" of
the c'6mplex figure drawing.
l!\':
Challenge
Challenge is mediated by providing the teachers with-a novel, interesting task.
':\
Self-Cbange
c: 0 \'
Discuss the self-change' 'and growth engendered by novelty and challenge.
Problem-solving skills facilitate change.
Evaluation of Session 9
r,
The teachers found the activity jo be novel, challenging and hence very motivatin~'~
They discussed the importance of always challenging the learner, but noted the'
\\ ~i
difficu.lty of individualising activities in an overcrowded classroom. The,
interrelationships of Challenge and other MLlfcriteri~ were discussed.
I
't)
(I :1
Aim: To mediate Self-Change
Intentionality and'iteciprodty
Mediate princip~ via the use of videos of pre- and post-intervention lessons.
Meaning
J '~. . .j . --,~r:US1 the importance of Self-Change, growth and ProfesSiO~~ development,
Transcendence
Participants reflect that Self-Change in one area can generalise to many areas
e.g. homes. friends, community.
"
.~2
(i
<Competence ,0
II
(I
Positive Self-,,"!llange re£1ects growing Competence and is reinforcing to the
learner.
Self-Regulation and Control of Behaviour
\1
Video teaching helps. teachers to self-regulate their teaching behaviour .
.Sharing Behaviour
o
,Teachei's' share in the micro-teaching experience arid learn from each...other's
successes and mistakes.
Indlvlduatlon
. ----._.::;~
•.•••. o...• ' ~
Each teacher's unique teaching style and techniques ar~~ed .
.Goal Planning
o
II
Microteaching can facilitate the planning and monitoring of behaviour change.
Challenge
<;)
N~~1a~proach and techniques provide a Challenge to participants,
Stilf-Change
This can be recorded and monitored via video rnicroteaching,
Evaluation of Sesswn 10
The post-intervention videotapes are being filmed as part of an ongoing research
project. Therefore the process of Self-Change is being monitored over an extended
period and has yet to be evaluated.
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